Virtual
Estimating
Services
Let our team of knowledgeable and
experienced Measure estimators perform
quality and efficient takeoffs for your projects.
By outsourcing your projects, you can increase
the number of bids submitted and increase the
chances of winning more jobs. Imagine being
able to submit multiple bids for a fraction of
the cost of an additional estimator.

Cost-Effective

Comprehensive

Fast

Our services cost significantly less

Takeoffs include a digital set of

Completed takeoffs will be

than hiring a similarly experienced

room plans including dimensions,

returned in 3 business days

estimator or estimating service.

quantities, labeled rooms, seam

or sooner.

and cut diagrams, and more.

Experienced

Increase Sales

Accurate

Our team of Measure professionals

Bid on more jobs that you don’t
have the time to do the takeoff.

Using Measure and industry

has years of Measure and realworld flooring experience.

best practices, your takeoffs are
exceptionally accurate.

www.rf ms.com/solutions/virtual-estimating-services/

Virtual Estimating Services Packages
Basic

Up to 10 blueprints
Up to 50,000 sf *
per month

Deluxe

Up to 20 blueprints
Up to 100,000 sf *
per month

Premier

Unlimited blueprints
Up to 200,000 sf *
per month

Square Footage and Yardage

Square Footage and Yardage

Square Footage and Yardage

Numbers

Numbers

Numbers

Measure File with Measure

Measure File with Measure

Measure File with Measure

Viewer

Viewer

Viewer

Naming Products based off

Naming Products based off

Naming Products based off

product categories

product categories

product categories

Overall net numbers for

Formal add-ons for Base and

Formal add-ons for Base and

perimeter and transition

Transitions based on finish

Transitions based on finish

products

schedule (broken out based on

schedule (broken out based on

material type)

material type)

Wall Elevations

Wall Elevations

Countertops

Countertops
Importing actual products
from RFMS
Roll allocation for large jobs

*Square footage overages will be billed at $0.03/sf. On-demand packages are available at a surcharge. All packages must commit to 12 months
minimum. After 12 months, packages will auto-renew each month until a written cancellation has been received by RFMS. All packages require a
setup charge that varies based on package selection. An introductory call with a Virtual Estimating Services Specialist will assist in determining
your package selection and set-up charge requirements

For more information on
Virtual Estimating Services
Please contact your Client Success Manager
or Sales: 800-701-7367 | sales@rfms.com

www.rfms.com | 800.701.7367

